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Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 04 Aug 2020 05:33
_____________________________________

Hi everyone,

First I want to say that I am humbled and honored to be in the presence of such Giborei Koach,
true warriors of Hakadosh Baruch Hu.

I bh am not addicted to pornography.

I haven’t been on a porn website.

But I’m getting close, and I’m here to gain chizuk not to fall into it.

Once I return to Yeshiva I’m safe, but as long as I’m home I’m in danger, and bh I haven’t
fallen into pornography. However it’s the next step, chalila.

I bh am running a camp, so I started keeping busy, so bh have only been nichshal once in the
last 3 weeks.

i want to just express my gratitude to all of you, and my great admiration for each and every one
of you.

My Yetzer tries telling me “comon, porn can’t be that bad, it’s just the word that sounds scary”
or like “it can’t be so different than YouTube videos” 

So I’m here to gain that chizuk.

thank you!

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 31 Jan 2021 06:13
_____________________________________
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Just saying that I finally chapped pshat in the spoiler thing. I didn’t realize I had to press on it to
see what it referenced. I never understood it

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by Markz - 31 Jan 2021 06:18
_____________________________________

Gevura Shebyesod wrote on 31 Jan 2021 06:07:

Markz wrote on 31 Jan 2021 05:54:

YeshivaGuy wrote on 31 Jan 2021 05:33:

I wonder, maybe if I’d just masterbate id be happier? With an extra boost of dopamine?

I know it’s a crumb sevara, but the Yetzer has a good point... no?

Yes. 

Don’t let any MonstahTricks tell you otherwize
Warning: Spoiler!
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Hey!! 

Looking back now, I see YG clicked the TY button on my post only. 

Apparently yours is the Krummer svara. 

You have to concede that you’ve been out voted, unless you plan on having your Twitter
account shut down too...

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by starting - 31 Jan 2021 06:40
_____________________________________

YeshivaGuy you are awesome!! 

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 31 Jan 2021 06:57
_____________________________________

Just saying that I’m actively keeping myself in bed and not allowing myself to walk to the next
room over where the computer is.

Aaahh!! Everyone’s asleep. I can just get this over with, it’s sooo easy...

Oy Eibishter, have rachmanus!
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Good Night chevra, I love you all

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by Hashem Help Me - 31 Jan 2021 12:24
_____________________________________

What are you doing about the fact that the guy next door in the dorm has an unsafe computer?
How many bochurim have access to that device?!

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by Hashem Help Me - 31 Jan 2021 12:32
_____________________________________

Oops. Forgot you were home for Shabbos, so "next door" is not in the dorm.....

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 31 Jan 2021 13:46
_____________________________________

I won btw. Bh

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 31 Jan 2021 19:52
_____________________________________

Rabboisai, I would like to masterbate, but I don’t think it’s a good idea.

But lmaaseh I want to.
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But still, not a good idea.

Repeat 1000*

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by Lou - 31 Jan 2021 20:06
_____________________________________

R Yeshiva Guy,

You may not realize this but you are not a masturbater! Maybe you used to be,but those days
are over. Sorry about that (well,not really sorry) but it's time to move on. I used to be a regular
soda drinker. Big time soda drinker! Now for reasons I am only a diet soda drinker. It's just who I
am now. I go to Simcha,kiddush etc I automatically know to look for the diet soda,because I am
no longer a regular soda drinker. I'm just not.It took some time and has it challenging times but I
am not a regular soda drinker and you are not a masturbater.

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by Ish MiGrodno - 31 Jan 2021 20:35
_____________________________________

YeshivaGuy wrote on 31 Jan 2021 19:52:

Rabboisai, I would like to masterbate, but I don’t think it’s a good idea.

But lmaaseh I want to.

But still, not a good idea.

Repeat 1000*

 I love this simplistic, yet profound post. Has an undertone of deep yearning and resolve, albeit
with a sprinkling of normalcy and humanity. Brings tears to my eyes, as I believe that it captures
the essence of our community - like no other post that I have ever seen...

Belongs on Starting's "resonate thread" (I just don't have the guts to do that cuz it would make
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me look apathetic...)

With love from Grodno ~ IMG

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 01 Feb 2021 02:39
_____________________________________

Massive problem...

We gotta discuss. Will talk soon

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 01 Feb 2021 03:27
_____________________________________

Here it is:

So my IPhone is filtered properly bh.
Prob is, I stumbled (not so beshogeg) upon the  ability to listen to Kol Isha/see music vids on my
phone (first 30 sec of it. But that’s enough to poison me).
There i said it.  

This can kill me.

Already was nichshal abit.

It’s overpowering.

I can not withstand this.

I hope this doesn’t mark my demise...

Whats the eitza?
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Uh, I can try getting my mom to put in restrictions code so I can try fixing the settings.

One reason not to though, is that it shows that I have 6 failed attempts to put in the code...

Embarrasing....

Oy,

YeshivaGuy

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by YeshivaGuy - 01 Feb 2021 04:22
_____________________________________

So I tried to fix it, got the code in to try foxing restrictions but didn’t work

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by Lou - 01 Feb 2021 04:30
_____________________________________

YeshivaGuy wrote on 01 Feb 2021 04:22:

So I tried to fix it, got the code in to try foxing restrictions but didn’t work

Make sure to get all restrictions back on before Mom goes to bed....

========================================================================
====

Re: Make it to Yeshiva
Posted by BHYY - 01 Feb 2021 04:34
_____________________________________
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YeshivaGuy wrote on 01 Feb 2021 03:27:

Here it is:

So my IPhone is filtered properly bh.
Prob is, I stumbled (not so beshogeg) upon the  ability to listen to Kol Isha/see music vids on my
phone (first 30 sec of it. But that’s enough to poison me).
There i said it.  

This can kill me.

Already was nichshal abit.

It’s overpowering.

I can not withstand this.

I hope this doesn’t mark my demise...

Whats the eitza?

Uh, I can try getting my mom to put in restrictions code so I can try fixing the settings.

One reason not to though, is that it shows that I have 6 failed attempts to put in the code...

Embarrasing....

Oy,

YeshivaGuy

Why not have TAG put one of their filters on it? They do a fantastic job. 

========================================================================
====
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